Hydraulic Pile hammers company

• Company Information

SHINSEGAE POWERQUIP (http://www.powerquip.co.kr/) is one of the leading manufacturing and supplying company in the field of foundation work using pile driving equipment such as Hydraulic Pile Hammer, Rotary Drilling Head, Vibratory Hammer and Piling Accessories.

The National Export Day Awarded a Prize for Achieved Target in 2004

Worldwide qualified and reputational brand owns "BRUCE" stands for Better Result Using this Construction Equipment for various types of pile driving industries. ("BRUCE" which means Better Result Using this Construction Equipment) It will grab your attentions to those who are responsible for constructions work with a more familiar image.

We are constantly developing and improving the ways to establishing our product design in order to meet the request from our customer's variable project.

We are looking forward to dedicating toward the piling industries along with a variety of Hydraulic Pile Hammer and Rotary Drilling Head and Vibro Hammer with a brave try and comparative cost. We constantly do our best to be the best business partner of your valuable business and company.

All pile driving equipment marketed by Shinsegae Powerquip. are ISO-9001 certified.

• Organization
Contact Information
Address: 2 Na 401, Sihwa Industrial Complex, 1268-2, Jeongwang-Dong Siheung-City, Gyeonggi-Do, Korea,
Phone: +82-31-488-8026
Fax: +82-31-431-7490
E-mail: inquiry@powerquip.co.kr
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